Introduction
============

Organisms are able to adaptively adjust gene expression in response to environmental conditions, resulting in changes to the phenotype ([@msw240-B55]; [@msw240-B70]). This phenotypic plasticity plays a fundamental role in adaptive evolution ([@msw240-B71],[@msw240-B72]; [@msw240-B56]). Paradoxically, whereas decreasing the necessity for mutation-based genetic adaptation through phenotypic accommodation ([@msw240-B69], [@msw240-B70]), phenotypic plasticity (including sexual dimorphism) appears to play a role in accelerating sequence evolution. Genes that are expressed at different levels in different morphs or sexes are referred to as biased or "plastic" genes and tend to evolve faster than uniformly expressed genes ([@msw240-B22]). This correlation also remains significant if potentially confounding factors, such as expression level, expression breadth or DNA methylation patterns, are controlled for ([@msw240-B15]; [@msw240-B68]). The positive correlation of gene expression bias and molecular evolutionary rates in the context of phenotypic plasticity has been demonstrated in different study systems. Sex-biased genes in mammals and fruit flies evolve faster than unbiased genes ([@msw240-B8]; [@msw240-B45]). Likewise, studies in fire ants ([@msw240-B24], [@msw240-B23]), honey bees ([@msw240-B25]; [@msw240-B18]), polymorphic aphids ([@msw240-B48]), and horn beetles ([@msw240-B61]) have revealed a positive correlation between morph bias and evolutionary rates, and similar patterns have been observed in phenotypically plastic *Spea* toads ([@msw240-B33]).

Disentangling the causes and consequences of faster evolution of plastic genes is challenging, due to possible simultaneous contributions from neutral and adaptive processes, and both purifying and positive selection. Accordingly, several mutually nonexclusive processes could explain the observations ([@msw240-B22]). First, it is possible that morph-biased expression patterns in many cases reflect a history of weak purifying selection rather than positive selection on expression regulation. In accordance, morph-biased genes in the fire ant *Solenopsis invicta* evolved faster due to relaxed selection before the morphs had even evolved ([@msw240-B24]). Similarly, biased genes in the toad *Spea bombifrons* were found to have evolved faster in the nonplastic ancestral lineages and other nonplastic extant *Spea* species ([@msw240-B33]). The rationale is that genes under relaxed selection in terms of sequence should also evolve under relaxed selection in terms of expression regulation. Thus, they should more likely drift towards biased expression patterns and become co-opted to a plastic trait. Second, plastic expression itself is expected to result in a relaxation of selection. A plastic gene is more likely to be expressed only by a subset of individuals in a population at a given time than a uniformly expressed gene ([@msw240-B62]; [@msw240-B65]). Third, where expressed, biased genes can also experience increased positive selection, simply because advantageous mutations will be selected for ([@msw240-B18]). Finally, a gene can exert different fitness effects in different morphs, potentially resulting in antagonistic directional selection, thus hampering the evolution of the gene ([@msw240-B26]). For example, an allele increasing wing muscle development in ants may be beneficial for queens but not workers ([@msw240-B16]). By evolving plastic expression patterns, pleiotropic conflicts can be alleviated, allowing directional selection to accelerate sequence evolution ([@msw240-B37]). In general, each of these four factors is expected to contribute to the evolution of plastic genes to some extent, as selection pressures on plastic genes change over evolutionary time and with context.

Another difficulty in unraveling the evolutionary history and trajectory of plastic genes is the lack of a formal model for neutrality of gene expression evolution. Genetic drift is a mathematically well-understood process, and synonymous sites offer a reasonable benchmark for neutrality in sequence evolution of protein-coding genes. Defining a comparable model for the evolution of expression regulation is however difficult, particularly in the context of polymorphic species with intraspecific adaptive expression differences. A possible approach towards a neutral evolutionary model of gene expression is to assess the level of expression variation across biological replicates. This is based on the assumption that a large proportion of the observed variation in gene expression between individuals is a result of neutral processes, when environmental and genetic factors have been controlled for ([@msw240-B42]; [@msw240-B13]; [@msw240-B74]; [@msw240-B52]; [@msw240-B51]). In this context, individual-level gene expression data is crucial to approximate neutral rates of expression variation. Such data is particularly scarce in polymorphic animals due to the common practice of pooling samples, which has hampered empirical studies of evolutionary consequences of phenotypic plasticity and morph-biased expression.

In eusocial insects, the foundation of phenotypic differentiation into discrete castes lies in different developmental trajectories ([@msw240-B73]), making them a prime example for studying the effects of developmental expression bias on the molecular evolution of genes. In the ant *Cardiocondyla obscurior*, reproductive queens (QU) and sterile workers (WO) occur next to winged (WM) and ergatoid (i.e., from Greek "worker-like" and wingless) males (EM), providing a complex tetraphenic system of four distinct morphs ([@msw240-B58]). The female castes (QU and WO) develop from fertilized diploid eggs. QU are long-lived (average life span ∼24 weeks ([@msw240-B43])) and fully devoted to the production of WO and sexual offspring. In contrast, WO have a much lower life expectancy (∼8 weeks) during which they perform a wide range of tasks related to colony maintenance (e.g., foraging, nest construction, defense, and brood care). In *Cardiocondyla*, two discrete male morphs with opposing life histories have evolved ([@msw240-B44]). The WM resemble males of most other ant species, with fully developed wings and large eyes for dispersal and a rather short life span (∼2 weeks). The smaller EM have small eyes, no ocelli, and in contrast to WM exhibit lifelong spermatogenesis ([@msw240-B21]). They furthermore have highly specialized mandibles that are deployed in mortal conflicts with other EM over the reproductive monopoly in a colony.

Both differences ([@msw240-B58]) and similarities ([@msw240-B30]) between morphs during the plastic ontogenesis of *C. obscurior* have been studied on a transcriptomic level. Here, we address the relationship between plastic gene expression during larval development and molecular evolution in *C. obscurior*, using data from individually sequenced third instar larvae of known developmental trajectory ([@msw240-B58]). Most studies on the correlation of gene expression bias and sequence evolution in polymorphic insects have been conducted on adults and only a single study has so far focused on larvae ([@msw240-B67]). Extending such studies to the developmental life stages is important because larval expression bias can have a different effect on evolutionary rates of genes than adult expression bias. For example, in *Drosophila*, genes with female-biased expression in larvae evolve more rapidly than genes that are female-biased in adults ([@msw240-B47]). Focusing on the early developmental stage offers an additional, substantial advantage for our transcriptomic study. Using gene expression data from individuals sampled at the onset of developmental divergence ([@msw240-B59]), reduces confounding effects of morphological differences during later life stages which can introduce biases in whole-body transcriptomic comparisons ([@msw240-B19]).

Based on sequence divergence between two populations of *C. obscurior* and sequence divergence between *C. obscurior* and the closest related sequenced ant species (*Monomorium pharaonis*), we determine evolutionary rates of protein-coding genes in *C. obscurior* and show that these are positively correlated with gene expression plasticity during ontogenesis. We furthermore reveal a strong correlation of expression plasticity between morphs and expression variation within morphs, suggesting a strong link between active and passive plasticity of gene expression. We discuss our findings and argue in favor of the importance of relaxed selection in the evolution of adaptive plasticity from ancestrally merely passively plastic traits.

New Approaches
==============

Differences in gene expression between two groups are usually quantified as logarithmic ratios of expression level ("logFC"), providing a pairwise measure of expression bias. For comparing expression variability across more than two groups, other methods have to be applied that quantify and summarize gene expression differences across multiple samples ([@msw240-B31]). These methods are most commonly used to specifically identify genes that are overexpressed in a single tissue and they could similarly be used for assessing morph-specific expression bias in polymorphic species. Abandoning this focus on specificity, we aimed to apply a method to quantify the general plasticity and versatility of gene expression across multiple contrasts. We use a geometric approach that describes a gene's expression pattern across *n* contrasts as a vector in Euclidean *n*-space. For summarizing the versatility and plasticity of expression in a single measure for each gene, we then calculate the Euclidean length of each gene's vector (Formula 1) resulting in the plasticity index Pi (π), a single combined measure of gene expression plasticity ([supplementary fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). We here use π to quantify gene expression plasticity across larvae of the four different morphs of *C. obscurior*. For our experimental design with the four groups QU, WO, EM, and WM and thus six possible pairwise contrasts, we constructed the following six dimensions in Euclidean space: logFC QU/WO, logFC QU/EM, logFC QU/WM, logFC EM/WM, logFC EM/WO, and logFC WO/WM. $$\pi~ = ~\sqrt{\sum\limits_{i = 1;~}^{n}{\,{\text{log}FC}_{i}}^{2}}$$

Using the equation for the Euclidean distance across all six contrasts, we provide a simple and coherent way for calculating π. Including all and not only a subset of pairwise comparisons in the calculation of π results in a balanced design and an unbiased measure, even though the different contrasts are not independent. However, because the six different logFC measures are interrelated ([supplementary equations 1--3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), π can in principle also be calculated using only three of the six logFC measures ([supplementary equations 4--13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

Results
=======

The "specificity index" Tau (τ~S~) ([@msw240-B75]) is the most commonly used method to quantify expression specificity and it outperforms most other measures of expression specificity ([@msw240-B31]). τ~S~ and π are moderately correlated (Kendall's rank correlation, *P* \< 2e−16, τ~Kendall~ = 0.765, [fig. 1](#msw240-F1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the two measures overlap in their performance to quantify expression variability. However, we manually inspected expression patterns of four genes most strongly deviating from the correlation, indicating that their expression pattern is considered highly variable based on π and less so based on τ~S~. These genes show patterns of morph-specific underexpression (*Cobs_02055*, *Cobs_12086*, and *Cobs_12224*) and sex-specific overexpression (*Cobs_17732*) ([fig. 2](#msw240-F2){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating that π captures more complex patterns of expression than τ~S~. The low expression levels of the first three examples preclude assumptions about the biological significance of the observed differences in expression variation but adequately illustrate differences between π and τ~S~ as measures of expression variation. We have screened more strongly expressed genes revealing similar yet less pronounced differences between π and τ~S~ (e.g., *Cobs_04700*, *Cobs_06687*, *Cobs_09630*, *Cobs_12556*, *Cobs_17048*, *Cobs_18086*, [Supplementary Table.tsv](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). τ~S~ is explicitly designed to detect overexpression in a single group (i.e., expression specificity) and it is thus not surprising that it performs less well in detecting underexpression and that it is less sensitive to more versatile patterns of expression. Fig. 1Correlation of the specificity index τ~S~ and the plasticity index π. The specificity index τ~S~ and the plasticity index π are moderately correlated for the analyzed dataset. However, several genes have a relatively higher π than τ~S~, indicating differences in the performance of the two measures. The top four genes showing the strongest deviation from the correlation are labeled (larger red dots, see [fig. 2](#msw240-F2){ref-type="fig"}). τ~K~ = Kendall's correlation coefficient, p = *P*-value of Kendall's correlation between τ~S~ and π. Fig. 2Comparison of the performance of τ~S~ and π to dissect complex gene expression patterns over multiple contrasts. Gene expression (in log2 normalized read counts) in each morph and corresponding specificity index τ~S~ and plasticity index π values for four genes expressed in *C. obscurior*. Genes were selected based on their strong deviation from the mean ratio of τ~S~ and π to assess performance differences of the two measures (independent of their average expression level). Three of the selected genes show morph-specific downregulation (*Cobs_02055*, *Cobs_12086*, *Cobs_12224*) and *Cobs_17732* shows female-biased overexpression. Boxplots show the median, inter-quartile ranges (IQR) and 1.5 × IQR and red dots show mean expression across seven replicates. QU = queens, WO = workers, EM = ergatoid males, WM = winged males.

We furthermore compared the Euclidean distance-based measure with a similar measure based on the mean of the absolute logFC values. They are highly correlated (Kendall's τ = 0.95, *P* \< 2e−16), suggesting that differences are only small. Conceptually, both approaches answer how much a gene's expression deviates from uniformity, i.e., how strongly the different logFC values deviate from 0. The absolute mean is calculated by summing the absolute values of each logFC. When using the Euclidean distance, we sum the squares of each logFC (Formula 1). Due to the square included in the calculation of Euclidean distances, high logFC are given more weight, i.e., resulting in relatively higher π for genes with higher expression in a single morph. Therefore, π is better suited for our purpose to quantify expression plasticity.

The gene expression data used for this study was generated from 28 individually sequenced larvae of *C. obscurior* ([@msw240-B58]). Seven larvae per morph were selected for RNA sequencing at an approximate age of ten to eleven days; i.e., at the beginning of the third and last instar, when morph determination is fixed ([@msw240-B59]). The use of independent individual biological replicates substantially increases statistical power and allowed us to assess individual-level variation in gene expression as a proxy for neutral rates of gene expression variation. To quantify expression variation within morphs, we calculated the coefficient of variance (*C*~V~) for each gene. *C*~V~ is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of normalized read counts across the seven biological replicates per morph. We also calculated the mean *C*~V~ across all four morphs for each gene.

Among the 17,552 genes annotated in the *C. obscurior* genome ([@msw240-B57]), 10,012 were expressed in larvae. The overall distributions of gene expression levels were not significantly different between the four morphs ([supplementary fig. S2*a*, *b*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw240/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Significant differences between morphs occurred in the variation of expression, where genes in EM (median *C*~V~ = 0.12) and QU (median *C*~V~ = 0.13) showed higher variation in expression compared with genes in WO and WM (median *C*~V~ = 0.09 each) ([supplementary fig. S2*c*, *d*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw240/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Whereas some genes showed several fold differences in expression in pairwise comparisons, most genes differed only mildly ([supplementary fig. S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Accordingly, the distribution of expression plasticity as measured by π is skewed towards 0, with only a few genes showing very strong overall plasticity (median π = 0.83, [fig. 3*A*](#msw240-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 3Distribution of expression plasticity (π), species divergence (dN/dS), rates of synonymous substitutions (dS~p~), and population divergence (dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~)). Violin plots showing the distribution of different quantitative measures of gene expression and sequence evolution for all 10,012 genes expressed in larvae of *Cardiocondyla obscurior*. (*A*) Distribution of π as a measure of gene expression plasticity. (*B*) Distribution of dN/dS ratios for 1-to-1 orthologs between *Cardiocondyla obscurior* and *Monomorium pharaonis*. (*C*) Distribution of the rate of synonymous substitutions (dS~p~) separating two populations of *C. obscurior* from Brazil (BR) and Japan (JP). (*D*) Distribution of the ratio of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN~p~) and the sum of dN~p~ and nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dS~p~) separating the BR and JP populations \[dN~p~/(dN~p~+dS~p~)\]. Boxplots show the median, inter-quartile ranges (IQR) and 1.5 × IQR.

To quantify levels of molecular evolution of protein-coding genes, we used two different measures. First, we estimated inter-specific dN/dS rates between *C. obscurior* and *M. pharaonis*, based on alignments of single-copy orthologs of protein-coding genes. The distribution of dN/dS rates ([fig. 3*B*](#msw240-F3){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the majority of genes evolved under purifying selection (dN/dS ≪ 1) and that no gene evolved strictly under positive selection (dN/dS \> 1). Second, single nucleotide variant (SNV) annotations from a genomic comparison between a Brazilian (BR) and a Japanese (JP) population were used to calculate intra-specific evolutionary rates ([@msw240-B57], data available at hymenopteragenome.org/cardiocondyla/). The two populations show significant phenotypic divergence ([@msw240-B57]) and the gene expression data used in this study was generated from one laboratory colony of the BR strain that was kept under strict inbreeding for several generations. We generated estimates of evolutionary rates between populations as dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~), a measure that allowed us to include genes that are not separated by synonymous substitutions ([@msw240-B64]). The comparison revealed that 33% of the expressed genes contain no synonymous variants (*n*~dSp = 0 ~=~ ~3,303, [fig. 3*C*](#msw240-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In 6,459 of the 7,452 genes for which rates of population divergence could be calculated, rates of dN~p~ were lower than dS~p~, (dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~) \< 0.5), indicating that purifying selection acts on the majority of protein coding genes between the populations ([fig. 3*D*](#msw240-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Based on this data set, we tested for correlations between plasticity of gene expression (π) and rates of molecular evolution. Overall, π and average gene expression levels (Expr~Ave~) are negatively correlated (τ~Kendall~ = −0.116, *P* \< 1e−16, [fig. 4*A*](#msw240-F4){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online); i.e., highly plastic genes tend to be expressed at a lower level. Note however, that the LOWESS function applied to the data suggests that the correlation is non-monotonic and that the correlation is in fact weak positive for genes with high expression plasticity. To control for the known effect of expression level on sequence evolutionary rates ([@msw240-B46]), we conducted all subsequent correlation analyses using semi-partial correlations, with Expr~Ave~ as the excluded factor. The semi-partial correlation for neutral evolutionary rates (dS~p~) with π was positive (τ~Kendall~ = 0.022, *P* \< 0.0012, [fig. 4*B*](#msw240-F4){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), suggesting that plastic genes accumulate synonymous substitutions faster than unbiased genes. The semi-partial correlation between expression plasticity (π) and dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~) was significant with *P* \< 5.54e−11 (τ~Kendall~ = 0.051). Similarly, dN/dS rates between *M. pharaonis* and *C. obscurior* ([Figure 4*c*, *d*](#msw240-F4){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) were positive correlated with π (τ~Kendall~ = 0.057, *P* \< 2.51e−11). To confirm that the significant correlations of π and evolutionary rates are independent of gene length, we divided genes in five groups based on size and repeated the analyses for each bin separately. These analyses yielded similar results, indicative of only a minor effect of gene length ([supplementary fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Fig. 4Correlation of gene expression plasticity during development with average gene expression, gene expression variability, and gene sequence evolution in *Cardiocondyla obscurior*. (*A*) Negative correlation between plasticity index π and expression level (Expr~Ave~). (*B*) Positive (semi-partial) correlation between π and intraspecific rates of nearly neutral synonymous substitutions (dS~p~). (*C*) Positive (semi-partial) correlation between π and dN~p~/(dN~p~+dS~p~) as a measure of divergence between a Japanese (JP) and Brazilian (BR) population of *C. obscurior*. (*D*) Positive (semi-partial) correlation between π and gene-wise dN/dS rates for *C. obscurior* and *M. pharaonis*. (*E*) Positive (semi-partial) correlation between π and average expression variation (*C*~V~). Each dot represents one gene. The red--blue gradient shows the density of data points at the respective position in the plot. A LOWESS-smoothed line illustrates a generalized trend of the relationship (red line, smoother span = 0.9). Correlation coefficients (τ~K~) and *P*-values for Kendall's correlation between π with Expr~Ave~ (A) and for Kendall's semi-partial correlations between π with dS~p~, dN~p~/(dN~p~+dS~p~), dN/dS, and *C*~V~, respectively (B--E), are given in the top right corner. Additional statistics are available in [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online.

Overall, the strongest positive correlation in our analysis was found between gene expression plasticity (π) and gene expression variation (*C*~V~) ([fig. 4*E*](#msw240-F4){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, τ~Kendall~ = 0.366, *P* \< 2e−16), showing that the strongest expression differences between morphs occur predominantly in genes that also show high expression variation between individuals of the same morph. At low expression levels, technical noise can be a significant component of *C*~V~ ([@msw240-B32]). To rule out that the correlation of π and C~V~ is predominately a result of technical noise rather than biological variation, we tested whether the relationship persists if we restrict the analysis to genes with high expression. For genes with Expr~Ave ~\> 10, π and *C*~V~ are positively correlated at τ~Kendall~ = 0.463 ([supplementary fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, *P* \< 3.1e−12).

To verify our findings, we performed permutation tests. To this end, we compared genes with high and low π and found stronger differences in evolutionary rates between those genes than between randomly drawn genes (*N* = 500, 10^5^ permutations, dN/dS: *P* \< 0.003, dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~): *P* \< 0.018). Similarly, permutation tests also confirmed the correlation between gene expression levels and π (*P* \< 1e−5) and the correlation between C~V~ and π (*P* \< 1e−5). The permutation test for dSp was not significant (*P* \> 0.05). Note however that these permutation tests are sensitive to the number of genes *N* sampled in each permutation ([supplementary fig. S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), most likely due to large variances of the data.

Following a previously established approach to disentangle effects of expression bias and expression level on sequence evolutionary rates ([@msw240-B24]), we performed a principal component analysis on average expression levels (Expr~Ave~) and the six different gene expression contrasts. PC1, which explains 43.3% of the variance in the data, is dominated by the six different gene expression contrasts that contribute to similar extent ([fig. 5*A*](#msw240-F5){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary fig. S7*a*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw240/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Expr~Ave~ loads heavily on PC2. We tested for significant (Kendall's rank) correlations between evolutionary rates and principal components. dS~p~ was significantly correlated with PC2 but not PC1 ([fig. 5*B*;](#msw240-F5){ref-type="fig"} [supplementary fig. S7b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [supplementary tables S2--S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~), dN/dS, and *C*~V~ were each significantly correlated with both PC1 and PC2 ([fig. 5*C*--*E*;](#msw240-F5){ref-type="fig"} [supplementary fig. S7*b*--*e*](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msw240/-/DC1) and [supplementary tables S2--S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). Correlations with PC1 were negative and correlations with PC2 were positive. These results, together with the weak contribution of Expr~Ave~ to PC1 thus confirm an independent effect of expression bias on evolutionary rates. Fig. 5Principal component analysis of gene expression contrasts and average expression level in *Cardiocondyla obscurior*. (*A*) Loadings of gene expression contrasts (blue dots) and average expression level (Expr~Ave~, red dot) on PC 1 and PC 2. (*B*--*E*) Kendall's rank correlation of the first two PCs with dS~p~, dN~p~/(dN~p~+dS~p~), dN/dS, and *C*~V~. Stacking of the barplots shows the relative contributions of the different gene expression contrasts and Expr~Ave~ to the two different PCs. Asterisks indicate significant correlations with *P* \< 1e−5, ns = not significant (*P* \> 0.05). Additional information is provided in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. QU = queens, WO = workers, EM = ergatoid males, WM = winged males.

Discussion
==========

This study on larval gene expression in the ant *C. obscurior* reveals correlations between developmental expression patterns and gene evolution. Our results corroborate that relaxed selection and neutral processes are important contributors to the evolution of adaptive plasticity. In accordance with previous studies on polymorphic species, we find a positive correlation between evolutionary rates and expression plasticity. Albeit providing only a single snapshot into development, here we show that this correlation extends to gene expression plasticity early after the critical stage of morph determination.

As any organismal trait, phenotypic plasticity is subject to selection and evolutionary change. It is important to assess how plasticity of a trait has been shaped by selection and whether the plasticity itself is adaptive ([@msw240-B2]; [@msw240-B9]). For example, the queen-worker polymorphism found in ants is highly adaptive, as it underlies the reproductive division of labor that has been key to the ants' evolutionary success ([@msw240-B60]). Such adaptive forms of phenotypic plasticity are referred to as active plasticity. They involve anticipatory changes in physiological and highly integrated developmental networks ([@msw240-B10]). Caste determination in social insects for example involves many conserved developmental and physiological pathways ([@msw240-B5]; [@msw240-B30]). In contrast, passive plasticity as an unspecific physical response to environmental conditions can often be considered neutral and nonadaptive ([@msw240-B10]). Given that both active and passive plasticity are driven by changes in gene expression, these changes in expression will accordingly be shaped by different evolutionary constraints: whereas gene expression variation underlying passive plasticity should evolve under relaxed selection, variation associated with active plasticity should involve positive or purifying selection.

The strong correlation between expression variation (*C*~V~) and π suggests that expression variation between and the variation within morphs largely follow the same dynamics, suggesting a close relationship of active and passive plasticity with regard to gene expression. Under the assumption that within-morph variation is largely neutral, the acceleration of sequence evolution will be the result of relaxed selection. Only relatively few genes show a strong variation between morphs and low variation within morphs ([fig. 4*E*](#msw240-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Genes showing this pattern might be particularly interesting, because this expression pattern suggests involvement in active plasticity. Thus, these genes should be the ones where adaptive processes underlie the changes in evolutionary rates ([@msw240-B22]). Intriguingly, one such gene is *doublesex* (*C*~V~ = 0.39, π = 4.54), which has been co-opted for male and female morph differentiation in *C. obscurior* ([@msw240-B30]). Similarly, only few genes show the inverse pattern, with high variation within morphs but low variation between. This is in accordance with the assumption that similar sets of genes are involved in generating actively and passively plastic phenotypes and also that genes showing fluctuating expression are more likely to be co-opted to the expression of an actively plastic trait ([@msw240-B22]).

*C*~V~ is composed of technical and biological variation, which could compromise this argument. To detect and control for technical variation in gene expression data, synthetic transcript-mimicking RNA molecules at known concentrations (spike-ins) can be added to the RNA samples (e.g., ERCCs ([@msw240-B28]) or the recently developed sequins ([@msw240-B17])). However, in datasets lacking spike-ins levels of biological variation can be reliably quantified at high expression levels, where the contribution of technical variation to C~V~ is small ([@msw240-B32]). Replicating the analysis using highly expressed genes confirmed the significant correlation between π and C~V~ ([supplementary fig. S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

The analysis of expression variation (*C*~V~) also revealed significantly higher variation in the QU and EM morphs. Compared with the sterile WO and the rarely produced WM there is higher potential for evolutionary change in the reproducing morphs, potentially driven by a combination of passive plasticity and alternative strategies within sexes. This increased expression variation in QU and EM larvae might also be linked to passive plasticity of adult morphs. However, it remains to be tested whether this higher *C*~V~ also translates into higher variation of larval or adult traits in the different morphs of *C. obscurior*.

The correlation between expression plasticity π and population divergence demonstrates that plastically expressed genes continue to evolve faster even after their recruitment to the expression of a plastic trait. Assuming similar selection pressures on larvae in the two populations, the continuing divergence of genes can be attributed largely to relaxed selection. In general however, whereas relaxed selection appears to be ancestral to the evolution of plastic expression and phenotypic plasticity ([@msw240-B24]; [@msw240-B33]), subsequent changes in the selection regime can accelerate the evolution of plastic genes once plasticity has been established, and caste-antagonistic pleiotropy alleviated.

Positive selection can explain the observed divergence between populations to some extent, if differences between habitats in Brazil and Japan invoked genetic adaptations. However, whereas the data presented in this study provides evidence for evolutionary divergence of the populations from Brazil and Japan, it does not allow for specifically dissecting contributions of relaxed and positive selection and genetic drift. To do so, future analyses of inter-population divergence should include several colonies per population for assessing standing levels of polymorphism and genetic diversity, which would allow for intraspecific tests of selection ([@msw240-B66]).

We furthermore found that expression plasticity and rates of synonymous mutations are weakly correlated. It is likely that this correlation reflects the fact that synonymous changes are not fully neutral but can also be targeted by positive or purifying selection ([@msw240-B4]). This effect is likely to be even stronger in eusocial insects for their low effective population size (*N*~e~) ([@msw240-B4]; [@msw240-B53]). Alternatively, assuming nearly neutral evolution of synonymous sites, the observed pattern could indicate that biased expression patterns are more likely to evolve at genomic locations with increased mutational activity. Intriguingly, such mutational rate differences in the genome are remarkably prominent in *C. obscurior* ([@msw240-B57]).

In general, small *N*~e~ might also lead to stronger neutral (or nearly neutral) variation in gene expression (i.e., passive plasticity) in social insect than in nonsocial insects. Such neutral variation in expression could then be targeted by positive selection under changing environments, leading to phenotypic innovation and adaptation ([@msw240-B12]). It is tempting to speculate that higher regulatory drift due to small *N*~e~ is an important driver in the remarkable phenotypic diversification within and across eusocial insect species.

Complex phenotypes such as the elaborate polymorphisms found in extant eusocial insects are unlikely to evolve *de novo*, independent from ancestral traits*.* It is thus likely that, prior to the evolution of reproductive division of labor in eusocial insects, nonadaptive passively plastic traits in the solitary ancestors preceded the evolution of the actively plastic caste system ([@msw240-B40]; [@msw240-B35]; [@msw240-B1]). Consequently, it seems feasible that the decisive step towards the transition from passive to active plasticity lies in establishing morph-specific expression profiles from genes that are under relaxed selection and already show an increased level of expression variation ([@msw240-B12]; [@msw240-B24]; [@msw240-B54]). The correlation of within and between morph variation provides further support for this hypothesis, by showing that genes involved in passive plasticity are likely to produce active plasticity. In accordance, environmentally and in particular stress-induced variation in gene expression (i.e. passive plasticity) is considered to be positively correlated with the evolvability of discrete expression profiles of genes ([@msw240-B36]).

Several theoretical and empirical studies suggest that passive plasticity producing a phenotype close enough to a new fitness optimum can form the basis for the evolution of adaptive and eventually active plasticity ([@msw240-B6]; [@msw240-B40]; [@msw240-B12]; [@msw240-B14]; [@msw240-B33]; [@msw240-B11]). This process involves genetic accommodation of plastic traits, release from pleiotropic constraint, and an increase in directional positive selection of genes co-opted for morph-specific function ([@msw240-B34]). Accordingly, release from pleiotropic constraint and increased positive selection most likely contribute to the observed acceleration of sequence evolution in our study as well. A study on adaptive evolution in honey bees revealed that genes with worker-biased brain expression evolve under strong positive selection ([@msw240-B18]), challenging the conception of relaxed selection as the main driver of molecular evolution of biased genes ([@msw240-B24]). Similarly, studies in *Drosophila* showed signatures of strong positive selection in sex-biased genes ([@msw240-B8]). The results from these studies show that relaxed selection is not the only driver in the molecular evolution of plastic genes and that positive selection can be particularly strong during the evolution of novel traits involving biased genes ([@msw240-B27]). It is thus important to recognize that genes evolving under relaxed selection might become both subject to directional and purifying selection, following their recruitment to the expression of plastic traits, either through selective co-option or through regulatory drift ([@msw240-B22]). However, the general route to active phenotypic plasticity most likely lies in the co-option of genes under relaxed selection that are ancestrally involved in the expression of passively plastic traits. Whereas an increase in relaxed selection appears to be a precursor to the evolution of actively plastic gene expression patterns, positive selection likely only follows once such plastic patterns have evolved. By combining population data of monomorphic and polymorphic species with phylogeny-based ancestral reconstructions of expression patterns, it should be possible to more specifically tease apart neutral and adaptive contributions to the evolution of plastic genes in future studies.

Methods
=======

Sampling and Gene Expression Analysis
-------------------------------------

Samples for RNA sequencing were collected from a strain of *C. obscurior* from Brazil (BR) ([@msw240-B20]) that has been kept under strict inbreeding over several generations in the lab. Detailed protocols for sample collection, sample preparation and sequencing as well as the sequencing data have been published previously ([@msw240-B58]). In brief, four sets of experimental colonies were set up under different conditions, allowing for the production of only QU, WO, WM, or EM individuals, respectively. Reads were mapped using bowtie2 and tophat2 (v2.0.8, v.2.1.0, --b2-sensitive, default settings) against the *C. obscurior* reference genome (version Cobs1.4) ([@msw240-B57]). Genes with 20 or fewer reads per million reads were removed from the subsequent gene expression analysis with limma ([@msw240-B50]), which allows for appropriate modeling of multi-sample comparisons ([@msw240-B49]). We performed TMM normalization and subsequent variance stabilization with the voom function implemented in limma ([@msw240-B32]). Gene expression values produced by limma are reported as normalized logarithmic read counts, with average expression (Expr~Ave~) being the mean of all 28 samples, and gene expression differences between treatment pairs as logarithmic fold-changes (logFC) as calculated by limma.

Estimating Rates of Expression Regulation and Sequence Evolution
----------------------------------------------------------------

We used the GATK's FastaAlternateReferenceMaker ([@msw240-B38]) to generate a JP genome sequence including the homozygous SNV annotations from a genomic comparison between BR and JP. Genes where SNVs introduced premature stop-codons in the JP population were removed from the analysis. We then extracted coding sequences of each gene for both the BR and JP genome and used PAML's yn00 algorithm ([@msw240-B76]) to calculate the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (cross-population dN = dN~p~) and the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (cross-population dS = dS~p~) values for each gene. dS~p~ values were used as an estimate of neutral evolutionary rates in *C. obscurior* protein-coding genes. We subsequently calculated a relative measure of non-neutral population divergence between the JP and BR populations as dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~) (the equivalent to the first term in the "Direction of Selection" test ([@msw240-B64])), allowing us to calculate evolutionary rates for genes without synonymous differences as well.

To assess divergence between species, we calculated pairwise dN/dS ratios for single-copy orthologs between *C. obscurior* and the most closely related ant for which genome sequences were available, *M. pharaonis* ([@msw240-B39]). Genomic sequences, protein sequences, and gene annotations were downloaded from NCBI for *M. pharaonis* (genome assembly id 231934) and from hymenopteragenome.org for *C. obscurior*. For each gene, we extracted the longest predicted protein isoform and corresponding CDS sequence using bioperl ([@msw240-B63]). Single copy orthologs were inferred with the orthoDB software (v1.6, <http://www.orthodb.org/?page=software>; last accessed November 8, 2016), which uses a best-reciprocal-hit clustering algorithm based on Smith-Waterman protein alignments. For each of the 7,802 single-copy ortholog pairs, we produced consensus pairwise protein alignments with MCoffee, combining results from mafft, muscle and clustalw. Protein alignments were subsequently back-translated with TCoffee ([@msw240-B41]). About 1,226 alignments were removed from downstream analyses, either because their CDS sequence translation differed from the corresponding predicted protein, CDS sequences did not start with a start codon, did not end in a stop codon, or were not a multiple of three. After removing poorly aligned positions and divergent regions of the alignments with Gblocks ([@msw240-B3]), we calculated pairwise and gene-wide dN/dS rates with yn00 (PAML 4.8, [@msw240-B76]). We excluded genes from downstream analyses with too short alignments (less than 100 bases), dS = 0 and very high dS rates (larger than the 1.5 × IQR of all calculated dS values) potentially indicating mutational saturation. This resulted in a final set of 6,076 genes.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

To analyze correlations between expression bias and the different measures of molecular evolution and expression regulation, we used Kendall's rank correlation coefficient τ, testing for positive or negative correlations. As expression levels are known to be negatively correlated with evolutionary rates ([@msw240-B7]; [@msw240-B77]), we used semi-partial correlations with Kendall's coefficients (R package "ppcor") to exclude effects of expression level from correlations of expression bias and sequence evolution and expression regulation ([@msw240-B29]). To further test whether median levels of gene sequence evolution \[i.e., dS~p~, dN/dS, dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~)\] and expression regulation (i.e., Expr~Ave~, C~V~) differ significantly more strongly between highly and weakly biased genes than between randomly selected genes, we performed permutation tests (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). For this, we calculated medians (dS~p~, dN/dS, dN~p~/(dN~p ~+~ ~dS~p~), Expr~Ave~ and *C*~V~) for two gene sets of size N sampled from the top 25% of genes with the highest and lowest π. We then calculated the medians for two groups of N randomly selected genes. These calculations were performed for 10^5^ permutations. If expression bias (as measured by π) correlates with rates of evolution and regulation, we expect that the distance (i.e., the absolute differences) between medians are larger for the high-vs.-weak bias gene sets than for random gene sets. We calculated the probability *P* as the proportion of iterations, where differences of medians for random gene sets were equal to or larger than those observed in the high-vs.-weak bias gene sets. Statistical tests were considered significant at *P* \< 0.05.

Data Accessibility
------------------

Additional data and scripts used for this study have been uploaded as part of the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online. Raw reads are available at the NCBI short read archive under the accession numbers SRX879674, SRX879676, SRX879678 and SRX692538.
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